CAIRN ECO/PRINTING GUIDELINES

The Cairn Eco range is uncoated and traditionally engine sized, not
surfaced sized. The sheet will, to the touch, appear soft and does not have the
stiffness characteristics of conventional papers.
The unique nature of the product means that certain factors need to be
taken into account to achieve best results:
Design
It is important to take into account the characteristics of the paper, its
surface roughness, high absorbency and of course shade. Images requiring
heavily superimposed colour should be avoided. Attention at the pre-press
stage will improve results; not too fine a screen size, 130 lpi or less and
under colour removal technology is certainly recommended if heavy ink
coverage is unavoidable.
Printability
It is always recommended that when setting up the job, the degree of twosidedness be established. This may indicate a preferred side up for the first pass.
It is an open sheet and will tend to deposit more debris onto the blankets
than conventional sheets and the degree will vary between top and wire side.
This is particularly so with the Cairn Straw, where some of the natural chaff
contained in the sheet may become detached.
Choice of inks is important. By far the best inks to use on this grade are
laser inks; if not then certainly cobalt driers in the standard inks are
recommended. Low tack inks should reduce picking. It is also possible to
seal the surface with an emulsion or transparent ink prior to applying
other colours.
Runnability
With regard to feeding and passage through the press, this grade performs
very well, but attention should be paid to any debris built up on the blankets.
The use of a ‘scavenger blanket’ on the first press unit can help to reduce this.
Regular inspection of the blanket for build up of debris is recommended
Extra wash-up will usually be required, subject of course to the substrate
(paper) in hand. Avoid over dampening with fount solution as this may affect
the paper’s dimensional stability.
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